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The E60 generation introduced various new electronic features, including the iDrive
infotainment system, head-up display, active cruise control, active steering, adaptive
headlights, night vision, lane departure warning and voice control. The E60 was the first 5
Series to be available with a turbocharged petrol engine, a 6-speed automatic transmission and
regenerative braking. It was the first and only M5 model to be sold with a V10 engine. The
development programme for the E60 began in , concluding in The lead designer was Boyke
Boyer. The body of the E60 was made using aluminium for the front of the car, and steel for the
passenger cabin and rear. The iDrive infotainment systemâ€” first introduced in the E65 7
Series â€” was fitted to all E60 models. The standard iDrive system included a 6. Other features
available in the E60 initially included active cruise control , Bi-Xenon headlights , run-flat tyres ,
active anti-roll bars , [16] head-up display [17] and active steering. The E60 was the first 5 Series
in 22 years where the centre console was not angled towards the driver, [15] [22] however the
E60's successor returned to angling the centre console towards the driver. In a 6-speed SMG-II
gearbox was offered as an option on the i, i, i and i in some markets. The M5 model of the E60
generation was introduced in and produced in sedan and wagon body styles. The majority of
M5s were sold with a 7-speed automated manual transmission "SMG III" , [29] [30] however a
6-speed manual was also available in some markets. Total production of the M5 was 20, units,
consisting of 19, sedans and 1, wagons. Introduced in February , the Alpina B5 and Alpina B5 S
were built in sedan and wagon body styles and powered by the 4. Both models used the ZF
6HP26 6-speed hydraulic automatic transmission shared with the regular E60 models. The E60
was available as 'Security' models, a factory armoured version which was unveiled at the
Frankfurt Motor Show. As standard they included an intercom system and panic alarm. The
Security models were built using the mechanicals of the i or the i, with upgraded suspension
and braking systems. Models included the Li, Li, Li, and Li. The 5 Series Authority Vehicle is
designed for police forces, fire services, and emergency rescue services. It has a firearm
bracket in the rear center armrest. Initially the 5 Series received a three-star rating for adult
occupants. The IIHS tests were conducted on models built after May ; these models had
modifications to improve side impact safety. Styling changes were relatively subtle, and
included revised headlights, tail lights and front bumper. The iDrive system was upgraded with
programmable "favourite" shortcut buttons for late models , a revised menu system, preset
buttons for the audio system and the switch from DVD to hard disk based storage.
Mechanically, the 5 Series gained the new engines and transmissions from the E70 X5. On
automatic transmission models, a shift by wire shifter replaced the mechanical version and shift
paddles were available for the first time on a 5 Series model besides the M5. Complete
knock-down assembly of German-produced kits took place in Thailand, [50] Egypt, [51] Russia
[52] and Malaysia. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Fifth generation of the 5 Series
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searches. My notifications My Account. More about the 5 Series. Overview Overview. Starting
MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type All wheel drive Center limited slip differential yes
transmission hill holder yes Transmission 6-speed manual mechanical center differential yes.
Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 3. Power Feature Power
Feature Reverse tilt passenger mirror provides curb view when vehicle in reverse yes 4

one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Power mirrors yes remote
window operation yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level
warning yes clock yes external temperature display yes trip computer yes tachometer yes. Rear
leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Length Curb weight lbs.
Cargo capacity, all seats in place Drag Coefficient 0. Height EPA interior volume Wheel base
Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the 5 Series. Suspension Suspension four-wheel
independent suspension yes multi-link rear suspension yes Front and rear stabilizer bar yes
MacPherson strut front suspension yes. Warranty Warranty Free Maintenance 4 yr. Basic 4 yr.
Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 12 yr. Roadside 4 yr. Inventory See 5 Series Inventory. Sign Up. Gray,
premium leather Beige, premium leather Auburn, premium leather Black, premium leather
Beige, leatherette Black, leatherette. See 5 Series Inventory. Worried about potential repair
costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds
page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how
frequently BMW 5-Series problems occur, check out our car reliability stats. See most
expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on repair trips. The repair
cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that
include maintenance. Had the lifters replaced with newer parts. Dealer replaced "SZL switch",
which seems to have cured that problem. Preventative maintenance. No problems since
cleaning both valves. Aluminum bolt was severly bent and the tensioner then bent. I could hold
it in and push the button to start the car and drive it, but the Nav. Repaired broken ignition
switch -- key would not stay in. Fixed under CPO warrantee. Replaced seals, cracked valve
cover, oil, other minor things. Ordered parts and replaced. This was an OEM part just replaced
in Sept. Parts supplier furnished a replacement unit but customer ate labor because work was
done by a different shop. No smoke while driving, only after extended idle. Known problem and
was fixed by replacing the valve stem seals. User name on Bimmerfest is Bmwudivwdude.
Lasted for approximately 60 seconds. A Progman update fixed the problem. Replaced O2
sensor. Had to remove brake booster vacuum pump to replace switch. Also replaced vacuum
pump seal. Common issue with the N62 engine. Valve cover and timing cover gasket replaced.
Eccentric shaft sensor replaced. Which led to coolant hoses leaking. Completed diagnostic
which indicated fan motor failed. Replaced fan motor which resolved over heating. Bmw only
sales fan assembly altogether. Replaced whole fan assembly which remedy the overheating.
Purchased a non OEM radiator and installed. Needed replacement. Mechanic found no problem
with the idle. Service manager did and told me to bring the car back the next day. Adjust idle
controls - car still idled rough upon pick-up. Had to return it. After third visit, idle improved to
where it's passable. SES light came on. Service rep stated this happens at K for my model.
Orginal repair of replacing lifters only did not work. Vehicle was repaired by replacing radiator
and leaking valves which were discovered when radiator repaired. Coolant thermostat had to be
replaced, dealer ran a test and it showed a fault. Two gaskets had to be replaced. Dealer
mentioned this is pretty common on BMWs. Replaced oil filter housing gasket. Computer
reflash fixed. Dealer said car not exactly properly serviced. No loss of use or mechanical issue.
Fine now. Brought to shop and they determined that the exhaust solenoid was faulty and
replaced it. Car would intermittently overheat while driving. Shutting car off for a minute and
starting again would cure problem until next occurrence, which was unpredictable. Oil pump
housing to heat exchanger interface was leaking oil onto belt and engine. Needed to replace
both gaskets, oil housing to engine, and oil housing to heat exchanger. Replaced water pump
and thermostat. Replaced tensioner, roller, and belt. Dealer split cost with us as act of good
faith. Radiator replaced, coolant sensor showed up multiple times but dealer did not do
pressure test until out of warranty. Lower rad hose and temp sensor replaced. Replaced the
steering column. Not one part in the US. Had to order from overseas. Took over a week to get.
Overheating warning. I can't remember offhand but some sort of thermostat issue. After
noticing that one hose was in poor condition while replacing the oil cooler gaskets. See
TrueDelta's information for all Sedans and Wagons. Little acceleration below 2,, rpm, after
which usual high power and acceleration arrived. Replaced the oil filter housing gasket and oil
cooler housing gasket that were slightly leaking. I had to clean both Vanos Solenoid valves. I
replaced a leaking valve cover gasket and I preventively replaced the eccentric shaft sensor
while I was in there. Had to replace the accessory belt tensioner. Pulled "key" out of ignition
with car not in "Park", breaking something that held the key in place. Car was smoking after
long periods of idling, valve stem seals were the culprit. Thermostat failed to function. Heavy
smoke coming from the exhaust when sitting at a stoplight or idling for a few minutes. Very
rough idle at start. Oil Pressure Switch Leak. Noticed oil leak under car towards front of engine.
Car was over heating. Engine overheating diagnosed fan motor failure. Water pump failed and
was responsible for the noise. Leaking gasket at oil console. Replace oil console and coolant

hoses effected by hot oil leaking in them. Replaced gasket and drive belt. Rough Idle. Water
pump failed. Replaced entire cylinder head due to ticking sound. Oil seals were leaking Radiator
light came on. Radiator light came on indicating low water level. Coolant hose was replaced,
leak was causing the coolant light to come on every days. After annual oil change, noticed
leakage of oil on garage floor. Check engine light came on. Replaced water pump, hose, and
thermostat. Loose bolt holding cams threw timing off and caused service engine soon light.
Intake and exhaust solenoid fault - one of them stuck. Serpentine belt tensioner bearing noise.
Variable Valve sensor was faulty and replaced. Was causing engine to be down on power and
inconsistent below rpm. Vapor recovery system, emissions from raw fuel filter changed, and
valve replaced. Re-flash of computer to reset. Ticking noise, intermittent, but loud at times.
Entire bank of lifters replaced under CPO warranty. Elv malfunction. Replaced water pump,
thermostat, radiator and all hoses. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Find parts and accessories ,
add or update your vehicle details, and interact with other owners when you add this vehicle to
Your Garage. The i and M5 sedans are rear-wheel drive only, and the wagon is available in
all-wheel drive only. The sedan and wagon feature a 3. The 's inline-six produces horsepower,
while the 's V8 produces horsepower. Standard features on the 5-Series include a power
sunroof with an anti-trap feature, auto headlights, fog lights, power mirrors with auto tilt-down,
and tri-zone climate control, and BMW's iDrive system. In addition to the powertrain upgrade,
the gets xenon headlights with auto-leveling and way power front seats. The trim adds Dakota
leather seats and front and rear park distance control. The Sport Package upgrades the tires to
series run-flats, way power front seats, active roll stabilization, and sport suspension. Active
cruise control is available as well as a navigation system, and an audiophile Logic7 sound
system with 13 speakers and twin subwoofers. The i offers two transmission choices beyond
the standard six-speed manual. A six-speed automatic is available, but so is a six-speed
sequential manual gearbox that gives the user automatic and manual options and a sport
dynamic driving control feature. The Premium and Sport Packages are also available. The Sport
package upgrades the wheels and tires to inch run-flats. The i also offers the same transmission
choices as the i. A Premium Package is not available on the , as the equipment is already
standard on with the trim. The performance-oriented M5 is a whole other story. It comes with a
5. The standard transmission is a 7-speed SMG sequential transmission with 11 shift programs
and launch control. A conventional 6-speed manual transmission is also available. The M5
stands apart from the rest of the 5-Series, and is one of the best performance sedans in the
world. Every part of the car seems designed with high speed handling in mind. It's equipped
with a high-output aluminum 5. The engine is mated to a seven-speed SMG transmission with 11
shift programs and launch control. The wheels are driven with a variable differential lock and a
special Dynamic Stability Control program unique to the M5. Further performance
enhancements include M-specific suspension, cross drilled disc brakes, body panels with air
intakes and spoiler, and even M-specific Merino leather heated power front seats. Manual Trans
Description Cont. Data Unavailable Front Leg Room in. Data Unavailable Second Leg Room in.

Data Unavailable Third Hip Room in. Data Unavailable Third Leg Room in. Data Unavailable
Third Shoulder Room in. Summary BMW of North America LLC BMW is recalling certain model
year i, xi, i, xi sedans and xi sports wagons, model year i, xi, i, xi sedans and i and xi sports
wagons, model year i, xi, i, xi, i sedans and xi sports wagons, model year i sedans, model year i,
Li, and Li sedans, and model year X5 sports activity vehicles, equipped with certain seat types.
The front passenger seat occupant detection mat that determines if and how the passenger
frontal air bag should deploy in a crash may fatigue and develop cracks which could lead to a
system failure. Remedy BMW will notify owners with an interim notification letter in January
since parts are not currently available. When parts are available, anticipated to be in March ,
BMW will send a second letter and dealers will repair the occupant detection mat to eliminate
the possibility that it may crack, free of charge. Additionally, owners of model year 3 Series with
standard seats, 5 Series with comfort seats, and Z4 models, will receive an extended warranty
on their front passenger seat occupant detection mat. The heater for the positive crankcase
ventilation PCV valve may short circuit. The recall is expected to begin December 18, Owners
may contact BMW customer service at Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. There was a problem completing your request.
Please try again later. Skip to main content. Showing i. Dealer Suggested Retail. Private Party
Value. Enable Javascript to select another vehicle. Trim: i i. Color: Alpine White. Own This
Model? Add To Your Garage. View Your Garage This model has been added to your garage.
Failed to save vehicle to Your Garage, please refresh the page and try again. See your vehicle in
Your Garage Shop parts and accessories Interact with other owners View and update vehicle
info. Close this window View Garage. The size class for cars is determined by the interior
passenger and cargo volumes. The size class for trucks is defined by the gross vehicle weight
rating GVWR , which is the weight of the vehicle and its carrying capacity. EPA estimates for
fuel efficiency measured on a mile-per-gallon basis are based on laboratory tests conducted by
manufacturers according to federal regulations. This is typically measured in liters 3. I-4 and V-6
refer to the configuration and number of cylinders. The transmission adapts the output of the
engine to the drive wheels. Common configurations include front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive,
four-wheel drive and all-wheel drive. The number of people the car will hold. A unit to measure
the power of engines. Error loading details for this Vehicle, please try again later. In , "Dodge
Ram" was rebranded as "Ram". To add Ram trucks for and beyond: Select the vehicle year.
Select Ram in the Make menu. In , "Hyundai Genesis" was rebranded as "Genesis". To add
Genesis vehicles for and beyond: Select the vehicle year Select Genesis in the Make menu. In ,
Jeep offers two different versions of the Wrangler. The all-new model is known simply as the
"Wrangler". However, the "Wrangler JK", based on the previous-generation vehicle, continues
to be sold alongside it. Year: Select Year Error loading the selected Year, Make, Model. Cancel
Compare. About This Vehicle. Model strengths: Track-ready performance M5; all-wheel drive
optional; wagon available. An auxiliary audio input is now standard, and new optional features
include HD radio and BMW's night vision technology, which uses thermal imaging to "see"
animals, people or other vehicles that may be beyond the car's headlights. Model value: The
BMW 5-Series offers passenger-carrying performance from one of the most respected sport car
manufacturers on the planet. Model overview: The BMW 5-Series serves up a range of
possibilities, all backed by performance ability and luxury features. All 5-Series come with
comprehensive stability technology that includes dynamic stability control, dynamic traction
control, dynamic brake control. Data Unavailable. Crash Ratings Data Unavailable. Please try
your search again later. Typical questions asked about products:. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top
reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. I bought a 5 series with a 6 speed manual. I love it! It's not the fastest
thing out there, but it cruises like a dream and corners like a much smaller car. It's a BMW not a
honda, so there is some upkeep. But I think it is worth it. Good engine and trans high mileage k
runs good a few leaks need tires good looking and luxurious. About all u can expect for a car
this old. The reviews online are terrible for BMW I was surprised. One person found this helpful.
Good car. Too many issues I am going back to buying Japanese cars Drives nice and handles
well but it has a heap of aluminum bolts that snap when you hit NY potholes. Also the water
pump is electric and pricey. Really good car I'm like how perform. Great car love it. Good
quality. See all reviews. Photos Previous page. Next page. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Transmission The transmission adapts the output of the engine to the drive wheels. Seating The

number of people the car will hold. Horsepower A unit to measure the power of engines.
Customer Ratings. Passenger Capacity. Straight 6 Cylinder Engine. V6 Cylinder Engine.
Gasoline Fuel. Safety Rating. Not Rated. Battery Range. Want to compare a different vehicle?
Change Vehicle. Rear Wheel Drive. Power Steering Adjustable Steering Wheel. Power Mirror s
Mirror Memory. Aluminum Wheels. EPA Classification. Fuel Tank Capacity. Number of
Passenger Doors. Battery Range mi. Steering Type. Servotronic Variable Pwr. Gas I6. Trans
Description Cont. Suspension Type - Front. Suspension Type - Front Cont. Suspension Type Rear. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps. Brake ABS System.
Disc - Front Yes or No. Disc - Rear Yes or No. Min Ground Clearance in. Rear Door Type.
Wheelbase in. Body Length Default Value ft. Front Bolt Pattern. Front Tire Size. Front Wheel
Description Cont. Rear Bolt Pattern. Rear Tire Size. Rear Wheel Description Cont. Spa
1989 jeep wrangler owners manual
lawn mower forums
2008 astra
re Bolt Pattern. Spare Tire Size. Front Head Room in. Front Hip Room in. Front Leg Room in.
Front Shoulder Room in. Second Head Room in. Second Hip Room in. Second Leg Room in.
Second Shoulder Room in. Third Head Room in. Third Hip Room in. Third Leg Room in. Third
Shoulder Room in. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract,
and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics
for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

